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Fluorescence microscopy and intensity histogram analysis techniques were used to monitor spatially-resolved albumin adsorption kinetics to model heterogeneous surfaces on sub-μm scales. Several distinct protein subpopulations were resolved, each represented by a normal distribution of adsorption densities on the adsorbent surface. Histogram analyses provided dynamic information of mean adsorption density, spread in adsorption density, and surface area coverage for each distinct protein subpopulation. A simple adsorption model is proposed in which individual protein binding events are predicted by the summation of multiple protein’s surface sub-site interactions with different binding energy sub-sites on adsorbent surfaces. This model is predictive of the albumin adsorption on the patterns produced by one step μ-contact printing (μCP) of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on glass but fails to describe adsorption once the same patterns are altered by a thermal annealing step.
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INTRODUCTION

Proteins are surface-active molecules, which concentrate at interfaces by so-called »non-specific« adsorption. This general observation is supported by a large body of experiments and thousands of published papers.1–5 Almost any material, when exposed to a physiological, protein-containing solution, becomes coated with proteins within seconds. For example, plasma protein adsorption on surfaces of artificial materials is considered to be the principal means by which a material becomes thrombogenic.6 Biomaterial’s interface with blood is the locality where a number of processes concurrently proceeds including surface–proteins–cells interactions. From an experimentalist’s point of view, one is faced with a problem of defining the most important processes and finding methods to study them. Many past studies were limited to one protein or a smaller selection of plasma proteins adsorbing from (diluted) plasma onto a »model« biomaterial.3,4,7–13 In addition, a number of assumptions, such as monolayer adsorption coverage, uniform surface energy and protein-surface affinity, and protein–protein surface exchange, were typically introduced to manage the experimental complexity of such systems.

In contrast to the »nonspecific« protein-surface interactions, interactions between cells and proteins or surface-adsorbed proteins primarily proceed via specific molecular recognition mechanisms. Molecular recognition is one of the basic tenets of biology. The unique combination of salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, hydropho-
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bic associations, and other interactions, coupled with the complementary size and shape of the interacting molecules (the so-called »lock-and-key« mechanism\(^{14,15}\)) assure that the binding partners, ligands and receptors, will be bound for some required duration. One can imagine a ligand molecule that encounters a protein receptor in a cell membrane; a number of spatially discrete interactions are presented to the incoming molecule almost like a molecular tapestry full of fine details. When these interactions are complementary to the incoming molecule »a binding event« will occur until it is overcome and disrupted by thermal forces.

A majority of the protein binding experiments are typically made in a macroscopic fashion. Techniques such as ellipsometry, total internal reflection spectroscopy, surface plasmon resonance, quartz crystal microbalance, and Fourier transform infrared attenuated internal reflection have an inherent inability to resolve the protein adsorption at a sub-\(\mu\)m scale and will provide only an averaged measure of protein adsorption.\(^{16-19}\) As a consequence, in the cases where a rich local surface microstructure affects protein adsorption, such macroscopic approaches will »smear-out« and/or overlook these discrete effects. Hence, the transition between nonspecific and specific protein-surface interaction can be quite elusive.

We have previously used so-called »gradient surfaces« as tools to study the effects of surface chemistry on protein adsorption kinetics. Based on the idea originally presented by Elwing,\(^{20}\) we have utilized three different surface gradients to study protein adsorption: octadecylmethylsilyl (C18),\(^{21-23}\) polyethylene oxide (PEO),\(^{24}\) and a positively charged quaternary amine gradient.\(^{25}\) Using octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) gradient surfaces, we have previously shown that albumin adsorption increases with increasing OTS surface coverage only up to a certain limit: any increase in OTS surface coverage above 42 % neither affected albumin adsorbed amount nor its adsorption kinetics from a di-lute solution.\(^{21}\) However, these gradients surfaces were typically 10–15 mm long and the spatial resolution information was limited to > 50 \(\mu\)m length scales. In an effort to increase the spatial resolution with which OTS molecules are placed on a surface, we have used in this study a \(\mu\)-contact printing (\(\mu\)CP) technique to create spatially controlled OTS surface patterns for protein binding. By manipulating the OTS patterns in a post-stamping thermal annealing step, we have previously shown that we could control the OTS density both in each pattern and also in the gradient regions between the stamped and nonstamped areas.\(^{26}\) In this paper, we present the results of spatially-resolved human serum albumin (HSA) adsorption kinetics on such patterns as measured with fluorescence microscopy (FM) and the statistical analysis of binding events from the molecular recognition point of view.

**Generic Model for Protein–Binding Site Recognition on Heterogeneous Surfaces**

We assume that each protein binding site on a nonuniform, heterogeneous adsorbent surface may contain a discrete distribution of different molecular species (in the case of the OTS-stamped surface patterns on glass these may contain nonpolar OTS chains or negatively charged surface silanol groups). Furthermore, any local combination of surface species can, in principle, result in an average effect of attractive or repulsive interactions with the adsorbing protein molecule. Similarly, nonuniform sites are presented on a heterogeneous outside protein surface containing an arrangement of molecular moieties such as different side chains or exposed polypeptide chain segments. This spatial arrangement may or may not match the character and the discrete distribution of the molecular species on the underlying adsorbent site. The extent of spatial complementarity between the discrete molecular adsorbent characteristics and the respective binding regions on the protein molecule will determine the ultimate free energy change upon binding and thus the affinity of protein for each binding site and each protein orientation. For example, albumin has several fatty acid binding regions that may also bind OTS alkyl chains.\(^{27}\) The exact spatial complementarity of OTS chains surface distribution to the distribution of albumin’s fatty acid binding regions can result in a high affinity and strong binding (Figure 1A).

![Figure 1. Different arrangements of surface-attached OTS chains result in different affinities for single albumin molecules.](image)

A – A spatial match of the surface-attached OTS chains and negative surface charges to the fatty acid binding regions in albumin will result in a better binding affinity. B – Clustered OTS molecules prevent the individual alkyl chains from binding into the fatty acid binding pockets in the albumin molecule. Thus, the scenario in B better mimics albumin binding to a hydrophobic, nonpolar surface.
phobic interactions are superimposed on all other contributions to the free energy of adsorption: repulsive or attractive electrostatic interactions, van der Waals interactions, and any steric hindrance to adsorption. In the case of a spatial mismatch between the surface OTS chains and albumin’s fatty acid binding regions, binding affinity may be different. Even if the number of OTS chains at the adsorbent binding site exceeds the number of fatty acid binding regions on the albumine molecule, the resulting binding may be weaker due to steric hindrance to OTS–fatty acid binding pocket and the proximity of albumin’s fatty acid binding regions, the result of the local free energy of adsorption, $\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ is:

$$\Delta G_{\text{loc}} = -\sum_{i=1}^{m} g_i$$

where $g_i$ is the free energy contribution originating from the individual sub-site – sub-site interactions and $m$ is the total number of interacting sub-site pairs. In addition to the additivity of the sub-site interactions, it is also assumed that each sub-site interaction is independent of the neighboring protein-surface paired sub-sites. Thus, for the example shown in Figure 2 $\Delta G_{\text{loc}} = -(g_{xx} + g_{yy} + g_{yy} + g_{yx} + g_{xy} + g_{xx} + g_{yy} + g_{xy} + g_{yx} + g_{xx} + g_{yy})$.

To calculate the magnitude of $\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$, one needs to specify the rules for the interactions between $x$, $y$, and $o$ sub-site types. One possible example of these rules is given below; other scenarios may also be envisioned. Let us assume that $x$, valued at 2, represents a nonpolar, hydrophobic sub-site; $y$, valued at -1, is a generic electrically charged sub-site; and the $o$ site will make no final free energy contribution with any other site (i.e., its value is 0). The so-called »value« of each sub-site is in free energy units; its magnitude could, for example, amount to a $k_B T$. In such a case, the sub-site – sub-site interaction $xx$, with its interaction contribution of 4 (i.e., $2 \times 2$), may represent the spatial complementarity of two hydrophobic sub-sites and will result in a free energy contribution leading to an attractive interaction. Similarly, $xy$ and $yx$, with their interaction values of -2, may

![Figure 2. A 12 x 12 array of surface binding sub-sites (left panel) each with its discrete type of interactions $\{x, y, o\}$ is sampled by a 3 x 3 array of discrete binding sub-sites on the protein molecule (right panel). The shaded 3 x 3 array on the right represents one of the several protein orientations at the interface.](image)

represent spatial interaction mismatch in which a charged site (positive or negative) is brought in the neighborhood of a nonpolar hydrophobic sub-site, thus leading to repulsion. Finally, the yy combination, with its interaction value of 1, represents attractive electrostatic contribution to $DG_{loc}$.

In order to calculate the distribution of all potential local values of $DG_s$ and thus the distribution of potential affinities for a particular surface and a given protein orientation, one needs to compute each local $DG$ by sampling all possible surface sub-sites with an array of protein sub-sites. The process of sampling each surface sub-site and its $(m - 1)$ neighbors by an array of protein sub-sites is equivalent to a discrete convolution between an adsorbent surface array and protein surface array, with the resulting value of $DG_{loc}$ being assigned to the position of the central sub-site. The process is then repeated for the next sub-site position until the entire adsorbent surface array is sampled. For example, the sampling of all potential interactions on a $12 \times 12$ array of surface sub-sites in Figure 2 by a $3 \times 3$ array of protein sub-sites will give 121 potential $DG_{loc}$ values [i.e., $(12 - 1) \times (12 - 1)$].

**The Sampling of Potential $DG_{loc}$ on Simulated OTS Patterns**

An example of the surface-protein sub-site array convolution that is more pertinent to HSA adsorption onto µCP OTS patterns is shown in Figure 3. In the preceding paper, we measured the average fraction of OTS surface coverage in stamped and nonstamped regions before and after an annealing step. The OTS surface coverage in the nonannealed µCP pattern was 14 % in the nonstamped areas and 44 % in the stamped lanes. In the annealed µCP sample, the average OTS surface coverage increased to 25 % and 74 % for the nonstamped and stamped areas, respectively. To simulate the heterogeneity of these surface regions, we generated a randomly distributed $256 \times 256$ array of binding sub-sites that, on average, had the desired surface fractions of OTS sub-sites. Figure 3A (top panels) represents a random distribution of sub-sites in a simulated nonannealed OTS µCP pattern. The top left image in Figure 3A is a randomly generated array representing the nonstamped, nonannealed area with 14 % OTS sub-sites (represented by white pixels, $x = 2$), 76 % of charged glass sites (represented by black pixels, $y = -1$) and 10 % of inert sites (represented by gray pixels, $o = 0$), respectively. The top right image in Figure 3A is a random array representing the stamped, nonannealed band containing 44 % OTS sub-sites ($x = 2$, white pixels), 46 % charged glass sites ($y = -1$, black pixels), and 10 % inert sites ($o = 0$, gray pixels). The single protein orientation is represented by a $9 \times 9$ array (middle panel, magnified fourfold for details) containing 23 nonpolar sub-sites (white, $x = 2$), 8 charged sub-sites (black, $y = -1$) and 50 gray sub-sites ($o = 0$).

After convolving these surface and protein sub-site arrays, the local $-DG_{loc}$ values from the middle area (200 $\times$ 200 pixels) were ranked in the form of normalized histograms (lower panel, Figure 3A). The distribution of the potential $-DG_{loc}$ values ranged from $-50$ to 76 interaction units (Table I). Note that in this example the negative values indicate positive free energy change and consequently should result in no protein binding. One also finds an overlap between the two histograms; some
binding sites in the nonstamped and stamped areas are likely to produce identical affinities for this single hypothetical protein orientation.

It is instructive to compare the nonannealed OTS simulation results with results for the annealed OTS patterns simulation (Figure 3B). The $-\Delta G$ histograms for the identical protein array and simulated annealed OTS µCP patterns were different than for the nonannealed patterns both in the position and in width, as well as in the extent of overlap between the simulated nonstamped (Figure 3B, upper left) and stamped (Figure 3B, upper right) OTS regions.

The Implication of $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ Distribution on Protein Adsorption Kinetics

The model that relates the distribution of all potential binding free energies to HSA adsorption kinetics depends on how $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ is related to the adsorption and desorption rate constants. Namely, $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ is related to the local association constant, $K_{\text{loc}}$:

$$K_{\text{loc}} = e^{-\frac{\Delta G_{\text{loc}}}{kT}} \quad (2)$$

which, in turn, is defined by the local adsorption and desorption rate constants:

$$K_{\text{loc}} = \frac{k_{\text{on,loc}}}{k_{\text{off,loc}}} \quad (3)$$

Although the 256 × 256 array of sub-sites contains 255² potential binding sites, the actual protein binding capacity of the same array for the hypothetical 9 × 9 array protein is much less since only up to 28² molecules can bind there in a close-packed monolayer. In reality, this number will be further diminished due to steric exclusion, jamming, and other limiting factors.

For the comparison with the experimental results we recognize that 28² closed-packed albumin molecules with an average size of 16 nm², will fit onto the area of 111 by 111 nm² which is, as it will be shown below, approximately the size of the surface area imaged by a single CCD camera element (so-called »pixel«) in the protein adsorption experiments.

The adsorption rate observed at any position by a single CCD camera pixel, $d\Gamma_{\text{pix}}/dt$, is assumed to follow simple binding model:13

$$d\Gamma_{\text{pix}} = c(0,t)k_{\text{on,pix}} (1 - \frac{\Gamma_{\text{pix}}}{\Gamma_{\text{pix}}^{\text{max}}}) - k_{\text{off,pix}} \Gamma_{\text{pix}} / \Gamma_{\text{pix}}^{\text{max}} \quad (4)$$

where $c(0,t)$ is the protein solution concentration adjacent to the area of the adsorbent surface observed by a single pixel of CCD camera, $k_{\text{on,pix}}$ and $k_{\text{off,pix}}$ are the average adsorption and desorption rate constants for the same area, $\Gamma_{\text{pix}}$ is the adsorbed amount per pixel area and $\Gamma_{\text{pix}}^{\text{max}}$ is the maximal adsorption per pixel area thus making the $\Gamma_{\text{pix}} / \Gamma_{\text{pix}}^{\text{max}} = \theta_{\text{pix}}$, average surface coverage of adsorbed protein in the area observed by the pixel of CCD camera.

In principle, $k_{\text{on,pix}}$ and $k_{\text{off,pix}}$ parameters are experimentally accessible for each pixel position and $c(0,t)$ can be related to the bulk protein concentration by accounting for the transport of the protein molecules through the concentration boundary layer (so-called »unstirred« layer).8,13 However, interpreting the experimental adsorption rate constants in terms of actual $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ distribution remains a challenge. One may assume that the distribution of $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$, taken over the area observed by a pixel of CCD camera for all possible protein orientations, is representative of the distribution of $k_B T \ln k_{\text{on,loc}}$ for protein binding at low-to-intermediate surface coverages. This leads to a general conclusion that the local surface areas with higher affinity binding sub-sites will adsorb protein faster than the areas with predominantly lower affinity sub-sites.

The sub-site convolution and histogram approach do not account for the blocking of neighboring sub-sites by the adsorbed protein. Namely, $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ distributions shown above are computed for each and every sub-site. Once the protein molecule binds to a higher affinity binding site, it will not occupy only the central sub-site (for which the $-\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ was computed) but also numerous outside sub-sites. For example, for the model in Figure 3 protein binds to 1 central and 80 outside sub-sites. Accordingly, when the two high affinity binding sites are

---

TABLE I. $\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ distribution results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>»Stamped, nonannealed«</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>»Nonstamped, nonannealed«</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-18.1</td>
<td>-18.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>»Stamped, annealed«</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>»Nonstamped, annealed«</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
separated by less than $2\sqrt{m}$ sub-sites, occupation of one site will prevent the second binding site to be filled. Hence, not all high $\Delta G_{\text{loc}}$ values can be realized in experiments. Another limitation may be due to slow desorption: adsorption to any site may result in a transient coverage possessing sufficiently long lifetime that will effectively prevent binding to any site less than $2\sqrt{m}$ sub-sites away. In other words, adsorption history matters as it influences the adsorption outcome.

EXPERIMENTAL

Methods and protocols used to prepare and characterize the µCP OTS patterns have been fully described in the preceding paper.26 Here, we repeat only the most important points and focus on protein adsorption methods.

**Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamps containing a 3 x 3 mm² area patterned with 5 µm wide, 1540 nm high, 3 mm long mesas separated by 5 µm wide troughs, and stamp pads were used to produce OTS patterns through micro-contact printing.36 Upon stamping the glass coverslip (thickness #1), the OTS patterns were either immediately rinsed with hexane to remove any unreacted OTS and then sonicated in an ethanol-double-distilled water (1:1 v/v, mole fraction) mixture, or first annealed followed by hexane rinsing and an ethanol-water sonication step. Positive controls of both nonannealed and annealed OTS films were produced using smooth, planar stamps. Clean glass coverslip surfaces served as negative controls.**

**Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamps containing a 3 x 3 mm² area patterned with 5 µm wide, 1540 nm high, 3 mm long mesas separated by 5 µm wide troughs, and stamp pads were used to produce OTS patterns through micro-contact printing.36 Upon stamping the glass coverslip (thickness #1), the OTS patterns were either immediately rinsed with hexane to remove any unreacted OTS and then sonicated in an ethanol-double-distilled water (1:1 v/v, mole fraction) mixture, or first annealed followed by hexane rinsing and an ethanol-water sonication step. Positive controls of both nonannealed and annealed OTS films were produced using smooth, planar stamps. Clean glass coverslip surfaces served as negative controls.**

**Microcontact Printing**

**Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamps containing a 3 x 3 mm² area patterned with 5 µm wide, 1540 nm high, 3 mm long mesas separated by 5 µm wide troughs, and stamp pads were used to produce OTS patterns through micro-contact printing.36 Upon stamping the glass coverslip (thickness #1), the OTS patterns were either immediately rinsed with hexane to remove any unreacted OTS and then sonicated in an ethanol-double-distilled water (1:1 v/v, mole fraction) mixture, or first annealed followed by hexane rinsing and an ethanol-water sonication step. Positive controls of both nonannealed and annealed OTS films were produced using smooth, planar stamps. Clean glass coverslip surfaces served as negative controls.**

**OTS Pattern Characterization**

Advancing water contact angles were measured on the OTS-patterned substrates using the sessile drop method to ascertain the average OTS coverage for each of the micro-patterned areas.26 OTS coverages for patterned areas not directly accessible to the sessile drop method were calculated using the Cassie equation.37 An SFM instrument (Explorer, Topometrix) was used to map friction forces using lateral force microscopy mode (LFM). An OTS-modified SFM tip was employed in all measurements.

**Protein Adsorption Experiments**

Human serum albumin (HSA; ICN, Fraction V Fatty Acid Free) was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and then isolated by gel permeation chromatography and purified through dialysis. UV/Vis spectrophotometry was used to determine the degree of labeling and protein concentration in the final AF488-HSA solution.13 Fluorophore conjugation reaction resulted in a degree of labeling of 0.83 mol AF488 per mol of HSA. The final AF488-HSA solution was diluted to a concentration of 5 µg/mL in 10 mmol dm⁻³ phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4, ionic strength 0.165 mol dm⁻³), divided into small vials, stored at −20 °C and thawed immediately prior to each adsorption experiment. The same 5 µg/mL AF488-HSA stock solution was used for all adsorption experiments.

The adsorption flow cell was designed to enable real-time fluorescence imaging of protein adsorption onto OTS patterned glass coverslips from a flowing AF488-HSA solution. The flow cell contained a microscope objective accessible opening on the side of the sample to enable imaging of the adsorbed layer. Experiments were conducted on the stage of an upright fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse E400) at room temperature.

The flow cell was initially filled with PBS to acquire a background image of the sample surface. PBS in the inflow tubing was replaced with AF488-HSA solution immediately prior to beginning each adsorption experiment. A fast flow rate (2 mL/min) of protein solution (or PBS in the desorption segment of each experiment) was used during the first 30 seconds to bring the solution to the observation area and to limit mixing and dilution effects. The flow was reduced to 0.1 mL/min thereafter.

Fluorescence images of adsorbed AF488-HSA on the OTS-modified and control coverslips were recorded using a 100×, 1.25 N.A., oil immersion objective (Leitz) in the epi-fluorescence configuration and a 12-bit Peltier-cooled CCD camera (MicroMax, Princeton Instruments). Neutral density filters served to attenuate the excitation light in order to minimize photobleaching of the AF488 fluorophore and an exposure time of 4 seconds was used to reduce the short term effects of temporal and spatial fluctuations in the excitation light source (75 W Xenon lamp). An appropriate set of excitation band-pass, dichroic mirror and emission band-pass filters (Omega) for the AF488 fluorophore was used to separate the excitation and emission photons.

During each adsorption experiment, the fluorescence intensity at any given pixel position was composed of in-focus fluorescence emission from the adsorbed layer, I_{Ads} and out-of-focus fluorescence emanating from protein solution in the flow cell, I_{Sol}. The surface concentration of surface bound AF488-HSA, $I_{\text{HSA}}$, was calculated by finding the optical relationship between the two fluorescence components, $I_{\text{Ads}}$ and $I_{\text{Sol}}$. The conversion from $I_{\text{Ads}}$ and $I_{\text{Sol}}$ to $I_{\text{HSA}}$ used here parallels the quantification of protein adsorbed amount in total internal fluorescence spectroscopy13,21 and is outlined in the preceding paper.26 Each fluorescence image was also corrected for long-term variations in the excitation light intensity caused by Xenon arc-lamp aging and possible variations in the microscope optical alignment, nonuniformity in the excitation illumination, and for fluorescence background originating from solution fluorescence, scattered light, and electronic CCD readout.26 The error in the measurement of the adsorbed HSA surface density as represented by pixel intensities was ± 3.5 % as estimated from the standard deviations of protein fluorescence intensity. A linear relationship between the measured fluorescence intensity and the adsorbed HSA surface density was assumed and not checked experimentally. This assumption was justified based on the previous quantification of fluorescein-labeled HSA adsorption using
radiography and mass transfer-limited adsorption processes. A multipeak fitting software (Igor Pro v4.05A, WaveMetrics) was used to deconvolve HSA surface density ($\Gamma_{\text{HSA}}$) histograms for the various OTS patterns and controls into normal distributions.

RESULTS

Protein Adsorption

Monitoring protein adsorption as a function of time using fluorescence imaging provided a wealth of information about the adsorption process and how it relates to microheterogeneities in the OTS films. Figure 4 displays time-sequence fluorescence images of AF488-HSA accumulation on typical nonannealed (Figure 4A) and annealed (Figure 4B) OTS patterns. AF488-HSA adsorption proceeded at a faster rate and reached steady state sooner on stamped bands than on the nonstamped areas for both the annealed and nonannealed patterns. As expected, AF488-HSA adsorbed at a higher adsorption density on the more hydrophobic areas in the nonannealed pattern. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the adsorption process resulted in a final higher surface density of AF488-HSA on the less hydrophobic nonstamped bands on the annealed pattern. The contrast in the fluorescence images for the annealed pattern switched at about 12 mi-

Figure 4. Time sequence fluorescence image montage of AF488-HSA adsorption onto OTS Patterns. A – Nonannealed pattern. The images display the same surface area (33.6 by 30.8 $\mu$m$^2$) imaged up to 4800 seconds of adsorption. The stamped OTS band is located at the top of each image. Adsorption time in seconds is in each image. B – Same for the annealed pattern.
nutes into the adsorption process due to the capacity of the nonstamped bands to adsorb more protein than the stamped bands.

Figures 5A and 5B show the AF488-HSA adsorption density distribution evolution for the time-sampled images presented in Figures 4A and 4B. Each image pixel intensity was first converted into adsorbed amount, and then the adsorbed amount histograms were constructed and plotted in 3D plots (% coverage vs. time vs. adsorbed amount). Histogram analysis showed that the temporal distribution of protein surface density on patterned substrates could be fitted to the sum of several adsorbed protein subpopulations each described with a normal distribution. Furthermore, each normal distribution possessed a unique mean density, spread in adsorption density range (defined as full width half maximum, FWHM), and subpopulation fractional area coverage (integrated area under normal distribution divided by the total histogram area). The relation between the typical protein subpopulations and their spatial positions on the pattern is represented by Figure 5C where fitted normal
distributions are superimposed on histograms. Experimental distribution (Figure 5C, upper panel) was fitted well by the histograms each representing the stamped and nonstamped areas (Figure 5C, lower panel), while the fits to the histograms representing gradient areas between the stamped and nonstamped regions were less accurate.

The results of the histogram analyses are displayed in graphical form for the patterned surfaces and controls in Figures 6 through 8, and 9, respectively. Each protein subpopulation exhibited unique adsorption kinetics as represented by changes in mean AF488-HSA adsorption density over time (Figure 6). The adsorption density spread (i.e., FWHM for each protein subpopulation) (Figure 7) and the fractional area of each subpopulation coverage (Figure 8) also changed with adsorption time.

The AF488-HSA surface densities after 90 minutes of adsorption agreed well with the literature, and approached the theoretical density for a full HSA monolayer of side-on orientation adsorption calculated to be 0.25 μg/cm². The fitted normal distributions were not only representative of AF488-HSA distribution throughout the whole pattern, but also accounted for the majority of fluorescence signal found in a spatially well-defined area within a given OTS pattern. Each of the stamped and nonstamped bands was represented by one protein subpopulation while the edges of stamped and nonstamped bands were represented by one or more populations depending on the type of pattern and progression of protein adsorption. As the mean density of surface AF488-HSA subpopulations increased over adsorption time, so did the adsorption density spread (Figure 6 vs. Figure 7). In the case of nonannealed OTS patterns (Figure 8A), the fractional area for the two major protein subpopulations grew at the expense of the gradient subpopulations after the initial decrease, however, in the case of annealed OTS patterns the fractional area changes were opposite (Figure 8B); the gradient subpopulations became more and more distinguishable over time.

Although each sample was subjected to 90 minutes of desorption, only a small fraction of AF488-HSA molecules desorbed (data not shown). The average desorbed
amount for the OTS modified substrates was 4% of the total adsorbed amount and was never greater than 6% for any of the sample areas monitored. The control glass substrate, however, experienced a 10% reduction in protein coverage over 90 minutes of desorption. Adsorption and desorption results for the control OTS surfaces were similar to those for the respective stamped areas of the patterned surfaces while the adsorbed amount on the clean glass surface reached a lower average density of $0.057 \, \mu g/cm^2$ after 90 minutes of adsorption (Figure 9).

The morphology of the OTS distribution on both nonannealed and annealed samples as detected by using LFM is shown in Figure 10. The histogram to the left of each image shows the distribution of friction forces for that area. Each area contained at least two distinct friction force populations that corresponded to the local areas of high and low OTS surface density. The annealed stamped lanes presented the most homogeneous OTS layer, while both nonstamped areas were more heterogeneous. The area percentages with high and low OTS surface coverages are listed as well as the maximum average AF488-HSA adsorbed density and the average OTS coverage as determined by water contact angle measurements in the previous study.26

DISCUSSION

The OTS patterns produced in this study contained both largely homogeneous areas, chemical heterogeneities on a $\mu m$ and sub-$\mu m$ scales, and hydrophobicity gradients less than 2 $\mu m$ in width. We have already demonstrated in the preceding paper,26 that each pattern contained several discrete areas each of which represents a unique combination of low and high energy binding sites and differentially affects albumin adsorption. Here, we proposed a generic adsorption model and histogram analysis method that can provide additional information about the dynamics of the adsorption processes at each of these distinct surface areas. Deviations in the experimental data from the model predictions should also provide insights into processes occurring during adsorption, if it can be determined which assumptions used in the model were not satisfied. Before we critically approach the differences between the model and experimental results, we first examine how the present results compare with the past reports on albumin adsorption on nonuniform surfaces.

Although it has been shown in the past that HSA preferentially adsorbs to substrates of greater hydrophobicity,21,39–41 there is also strong evidence that HSA will bind more readily and strongly to mixed surfaces containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic sites, and at amphiphilic boundaries, than to hydrophobic substrates with densely packed hydrophobic molecules. It has been shown that the wetting transition zone of a carefully prepared hydrophobicity gradient will adsorb greater HSA densities than the more hydrophobic portions of the gradient.42,43 It has also been shown that HSA molecules will preferentially adsorb to defect boundaries in organosilane films created on hydrophilic substrates.42,44 Several studies have shown that organosilane films of intermediate surface coverage irreversibly bind HSA with a higher affinity than more hydrophobic or hydrophilic areas indicating more favorable interactions between the segregated alkyl chains and the HSA molecules.41,43,45 It is known that delipidized HSA possesses binding sites that interact with alkyl chains46 and that albumin denaturation disrupts fatty acid binding.47 Tilton et al. also recently provided strong evidence that HSA specifically and preferentially binds to intermediate coverages of surface bound nonpolar hydrocarbon chains.48 Consistent with previous findings,43 we observed in this study that the highest maximal HSA adsorption on areas containing intermediate average OTS fractional coverages of 0.25 and 0.43 on the nonstamped annealed areas and stamped nonannealed lanes, respectively. The friction maps obtained by LFM measurements, however, provide more compelling evidence that increased HSA adsorption is due to surface heterogeneities in areas containing relatively high fractions of normally low adsorbing sites (Figure 10). Histogram analysis of the high and low OTS density coverage sites for the different areas in the annealed and nonannealed patterns show that HSA adsorbed in greater amounts to areas that contained distributions of high to low OTS coverage areas approaching a 1:1 ratio despite large differences in average OTS coverage for the various areas (Figure 8). In particular, HSA consistently adsorbed more readily to the nonstamped areas of the annealed patterns than to the stamped bands despite that the stamped bands contained an average...
OTS surface coverage nearly three times greater than the nonstamped areas. We propose therefore that the micro-heterogeneities in the OTS patterns prepared in this study had an important impact on protein adsorption and that areas of intermediate coverage facilitated increased HSA adsorption when compared to densely packed hydrophobic organosilane films.

**Mean HSA Surface Density**

The mean protein surface density provided the first indication that surface heterogeneities affect protein adsorption kinetics. Each distinct area in the annealed and non-annealed patterns adsorbed albumin at a rapid rate for the first 2 to 3 minutes of adsorption and then continued to adsorb protein at varying slower rates over the remainder of the 90 minutes of adsorption (Figures 6A and B), which indicated that the majority of the highest energy binding sites are rapidly filled at the rates limited by protein transport to the interface. Once the majority of surface sites are occupied, the transport-limited rate switches to the adsorption-limited rate because the diffusion through the unstirred layer replenishes protein concentration next to the interface faster than what the process of adsorption removes from the adjacent solution. In this regime, lower energy binding sites continued to adsorb protein from the solution and true adsorption rate constants could be ascertained.

Even the observed transport-limited kinetics revealed information about the nature of heterogeneities in the various surfaces: the average adsorbed amount at the end of the transport-limited process, when expressed as a fraction of the average final adsorbed amount, is a direct measure of the fraction of high energy binding sites on the surface (Table II). Because adsorption to lower affinity sites is much slower and the transport-limited adsorption prevails for only short initial periods of time, it is assumed that the adsorbed amount at the end of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stamped, nonannealed</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>(0.71)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonstamped, nonannealed</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamped, annealed</td>
<td><strong>150</strong></td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonstamped, annealed</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. LFM images of the areas in the OTS patterns. The percent area with high and low OTS coverage are listed as well as the maximum mean AF488-HSA adsorbed density and the average OTS coverage as determined by water contact angle measurements in the previous study.26
transport-limited regime is representative of only the high affinity sites.

For instance, at the end of the transport-limited regime, the stamped bands for the annealed and nonannealed samples had adsorbed 84 % and 71 % of final adsorbed amounts while the nonstamped areas for the annealed and nonannealed samples had only adsorbed 59 % and 49 % of the final adsorbed amounts, respectively. These values (84 % vs. 71 %, and 59 % vs. 49 %) indicate that both the stamped and nonstamped areas in the annealed pattern contained larger fractions of high energy binding sites than the corresponding areas in the nonannealed pattern, and that the stamped areas in each pattern, as expected, contained a higher fraction of high energy binding sites than the nonstamped areas.

It is interesting, however, that although the nonstamped areas in the annealed pattern contain a lower average OTS coverage (24.9 %) than the stamped lanes in the nonannealed pattern (43.3 %), these areas adsorbed nearly equal amounts of protein during the transport-limited process (0.134 μg/cm² for the nonannealed, stamped bands compared to 0.129 μg/cm² for the annealed, nonstamped areas). This finding indicates that the two areas contained nearly equal numbers of protein-occupied high energy binding sites. This is also supported by LFM measurements (Figure 10) that demonstrated the formation of small OTS islands in the nonstamped areas during the annealing process. Furthermore, the annealed, nonstamped areas adsorbed an additional 0.091 μg/cm² of HSA during the adsorption-limited regime, while the nonannealed, stamped bands only adsorbed an additional 0.054 μg/cm² of HSA. The conclusion is that, although each area contained equal numbers of high affinity binding sites, the annealed, nonstamped areas contained local arrangements of OTS molecules at lower average surface densities. These local areas provided more favorable interactions for protein binding than the areas of greater average OTS coverage found in the nonannealed, stamped lanes.

We also observed that the initial adsorption rate for all distinct protein populations increases with increased hydrophobicity (Figures 6 and 7), which agrees with HSA adsorption trends reported elsewhere.49 It has been shown by others that HSA and bovine serum albumin denature to a greater extent on more hydrophobic surfaces, and that initial binding rates increase with the ability of HSA to denature upon adsorption.52 Thus, we postulate that strong hydrophobic interactions between a more densely packed OTS film cause HSA molecules to denature upon adsorption in such a way that multiple surface binding sites are filled and that an adsorption maximum is reached more quickly because of the rapid depletion of available sites.

**HSA Subpopulation Adsorption Density Spread**

The protein density distribution within a given subpopulation also changes over time. The adsorption density spread changes over time serve as an indicator of the spatial distribution of high, intermediate, and low energy binding sites available to the proteins. Based on this hypothesis it is proposed that high energy sites bind protein first at times when adsorption to lower energy sites is still negligible. Thus the adsorption density spread transition from fast initial increase to a slower change with time (Figure 7) can be used a marker of the completion of adsorption to the highest energy binding sites as well as an indicator of the spatial distribution of these high energy sites. Any further changes in adsorption density spread with time are indicative of the distribution of lower energy binding sites which continue to adsorb protein at much slower rates. In principle, changes in adsorption density spread over time can be divided into 3 cases: (1) short term attainment of a steady state level of adsorption density spread indicates a surface with homogeneous spatial distribution of sites; (2) long term increase in adsorption density spread indicates a surface with heterogeneous distribution of binding sites; and (3) a constant level of adsorption density spread over time where the mean adsorbed amount continues to increase indicates that all resolvable sites adsorb protein at equal rates.

The spread in AF488-HSA adsorption densities for all protein populations increased quickly during the first 2 to 3 minutes of adsorption (Figures 7A and B). The nonannealed, stamped bands reached the spread in HSA adsorption density of 17.1 ng/cm² compared to a value of 16.6 ng/cm² on the annealed, stamped bands even though the annealed bands had adsorbed 11.0 ng/cm² more protein than the nonannealed bands. The nonstamped annealed areas, however, exhibited a greater spread in HSA densities at 14.3 ng/cm² than the nonannealed, nonstamped areas at 12.0 ng/cm², although some of this difference may be attributable to a greater adsorbed amount on the annealed, nonstamped areas. Based on the assumption that greater spreads in densities at the end of the transport-limited adsorption regime correlate with greater spatial heterogeneity in high energy binding sites, these findings indicate that the annealing step decreased the spatial heterogeneity of the high energy binding sites in the stamped bands but increased spatial heterogeneity of the high energy sites in the nonstamped areas. This is further supported by LFM measurements showing that annealing reduced OTS film defects in the stamped bands but increased OTS island formation in the nonstamped areas (Figure 10).

At longer adsorption times, HSA adsorption density spread changes provided information about the heterogeneity for the remaining intermediate and low energy binding sites not filled during initial adsorption periods. In the nonannealed sample, density spread in the non-
stamped area population continued to increase at a different rate until \( \approx 20 \) minutes, then proceeded at a slower rate through the remainder of the experiment (Figure 7A). In the annealed pattern, a transient maximum in adsorption density spread was observed for both the stamped and nonstamped areas (Figure 7B). It is believed that the transient maxima in adsorption density spread are not the result of an experimental artifact as no noticeable variations in absolute intensities, average densities, or image focus were observed at these time points. Instead, we propose that areas containing already low HSA densities adsorbed protein at somewhat faster rates than high HSA density areas (i.e., the lowest pixel intensity values were replaced by brighter pixels, while the brightest pixels did not increase in intensity).

Based on the optics used in this study, each theoretically resolvable area of \( 222 \times 222 \text{ nm}^2 \) was imaged by \( 2 \times 2 \) CCD camera pixels. Since the optical point-spread-function of a point source of fluorescence is larger than the pixel size, some contribution in observed adsorption density spread must also be due to the optics of the system. Many thousands of OTS molecules and hundreds of HSA molecules can occupy sites in the area imaged by a single CCD pixel. As a result, data captured by each pixel present on average possibly hundreds of adsorption events on a sub-\( \mu \text{m} \) area. Consequently, the adsorption density spread is a measure of heterogeneity on a scale of \( 0.222 \ \mu \text{m} \) and little knowledge can be gained of the distribution of individual protein molecules within the areas imaged by each pixel using the FM imaging technique presented in this study.

Lateral force microscopy (LFM) was used to assess the local distribution of surface heterogeneity on the OTS patterns (Figure 10). Frictional force between the LMF probe and surface was a measure of interactions between the OTS molecules on the SFM tip and molecular species on the sample. Although probing these interactions allowed us to measure the spatial arrangements of OTS molecules in the patterns, the OTS-modified SFM tip did not fully sample all types of interactions that occurred between HSA molecules and sample surface binding sites. Thus, it is tempting to also consider the use of FM and protein adsorption as a means to probe surfaces for heterogeneities. Namely, the changes in adsorption density spread data suggest additional information about the distribution and variety of protein binding sites not measurable by the LFM imaging made in this study. In the LFM images shown in Figure 10, each pixel represents an area of \( 30 \times 30 \text{ nm}^2 \). However, if each HSA molecule is considered acting as a discrete probe then each LFM pixel is reporting to an equivalent of \( \approx 56 \) HSA molecules area. Thus, if it were possible to monitor the position and occurrence of each HSA binding event, the HSA adsorption itself would report on a more highly resolved surface site heterogeneity than LFM.

### HSA Subpopulation Fractional Area Coverage

Comparison of the areas below each AF488-HSA adsorption density distribution revealed that the fractional coverage of each subpopulation also changes with time (Figure 8). During the adsorption on the nonannealed pattern (Figure 8A), fractional coverage of stamped and nonstamped subpopulations initially decreased while the coverage of combined gradient areas initially increased. After 2 minutes of adsorption, fractional coverage of stamped and nonstamped subpopulations began again to increase while the fractional coverage of combined gradient population could not be distinguished in the histograms. These data indicate that during the transport-limited adsorption process, high binding energy sites in the stamped and nonstamped areas quickly filled while the high energy sites in the gradient areas lagged in binding rate. Thus, the fractional area coverage analysis points to two distinct energy binding site subtypes within the high energy binding site populations for the nonannealed patterns; higher affinity sites were located in the stamped and nonstamped areas and lower affinity sites were found in the gradient areas.

In the annealed OTS pattern (Figure 8B), the subpopulation of initially high HSA fractional coverage comprised nearly 80% of the surface area at early times then gradually decreased in favor of the subpopulation of initially low fractional coverage. At 12 minutes of adsorption, the two subpopulations started to comprise nearly equal fractions of the sample surface. After 25 minutes of adsorption, a new subpopulation of intermediate HSA coverage was resolved in the histograms: it began to appear at the boundary between high and low coverage populations and continued to grow in area throughout the rest of the adsorption process. These data, in conjunction with mean adsorbed amount and adsorption density spread kinetics (Figures 6B and 7B), indicate that the population in the nonstamped area decreased in size most likely due to continued adsorption to the center of that area at a rate faster than adsorption at the edges. Additionally, adsorption at the edges caused the gradient areas to grow in size because of a faster adsorption rate than at the centers of the stamped lanes. Thus, these data, area analysis enabled us to distinguish adsorption rates by pattern area. Area analysis data demonstrate the transient nature of discrete protein subpopulations, as defined by the histogram analysis method, and the histogram analysis method provides a way to monitor protein density changes even at gradient boundaries less than 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) wide. These results also indicate that small variations in OTS distribution cause significant changes in local adsorption kinetics.

Together, the FM adsorption data suggested that up to three levels of binding site energy heterogeneity existed in each of the patterned areas, each of which could be fitted to a single discrete normal distribution (Table...
II). The first level was comprised of high energy binding sites, which rapidly adsorbed protein from solution during the transport-limited regime. The fractional protein coverage deposited during this process indicates the fraction of high energy binding sites, while the absolute adsorbed amount indicates the total number of high energy sites, and the adsorption density spread at the completion of the transport-limited process is an indication of the spatial distribution of the high energy binding sites. The second and third levels of heterogeneity were comprised of the distribution of intermediate and low energy binding sites, respectively. The absolute additional protein coverage deposited during the first \( \approx 17 \) minutes of the adsorption-limited process is an indication of the total number of intermediate energy binding sites, while the corresponding change in adsorption density spread suggests the spatial distribution of intermediate sites. Similarly, any additional changes in average adsorbed amount and density distribution after \( \approx 20 \) minutes of adsorption provides information about the numbers and spatial distribution of the low energy sites. Thus, in these experiments, adsorption proceeded in as many as three temporally discrete groups in which information about the heterogeneity of high, intermediate, and low energy binding sites could be determined separately by tracking the evolving normal distribution in time representing a well-defined area of the sample.

Model Correlation to Experimental Data

The experimental results observed in this study both support and contradict the proposed generic model for adsorption kinetics on a heterogeneous surface. The adsorption model predicted that final HSA coverage increases with OTS coverage, which was clearly supported by adsorption kinetics to the stamped and nonstamped areas of the nonannealed pattern. However, HSA adsorption on the annealed pattern did not follow the model since the area of lowest OTS coverage produced the greatest adsorbed amount for any of the patterned surfaces. Additionally, the annealed, stamped bands adsorbed slightly less protein than the nonannealed, stamped bands despite of greater OTS coverage.

We propose three major violations of the assumptions used in developing the generic adsorption model that may explain why the model could not predict the adsorbed amount and coverage distributions on all OTS patterns produced in this study. The first violation was due to the area scale mismatch. In the model, a distribution of binding site energies is formed by sampling all possible interactions on a surface area corresponding to the size of one CCD pixel used in this study. More importantly, the model describes interactions at a much higher resolution than could be monitored by optical imaging. Namely, the model as presented here describes a distribution function for a single CCD pixel area, while in the experiments the same area is observed as a single intensity (i.e. proportional to the adsorbed amount) value completely devoid of distribution information. The second violation of the model concerns the nature of OTS heterogeneities. We found through LFM and adsorption histogram analysis that each pattern area, modeled as a random distribution of a particular OTS coverage, was in fact comprised of sub-\( \mu \)m scale OTS density heterogeneities that were non-randomly distributed within the modeled area. In the case where a critical density of OTS molecules is required for adsorption to occur, a surface with a majority of the OTS molecules segregated into densely packed sites will adsorb more protein than a diffuse, randomly populated OTS film that is on average below the critical coverage at which adsorption begins to occur. Thus the proposed adsorption model most likely underestimated the adsorbed amount for the OTS surfaces used in this study. The third violated assumption concerns the rigid nature of the modeled protein sub-sites and the effectiveness of protein packing in the adsorbent layer. The adsorption model does not account for eventual change of protein conformation, which would result in an exchange of protein sub-sites or even the addition or deletion of sub-site interactions. We believe that the model correctly predicts that adsorbed protein amount should increase with hydrophobic binding sites but it does not account for the fact that strong protein-surface hydrophobic interactions can lead to protein denaturation and spreading. In such a scenario, the model fails to predict the depletion of available binding sites due to a denaturing event that increases the footprint of each HSA molecule and the incomplete filling of the all binding sites because of effect of preceding adsorption history.

Overall, this study provided the evidence that the energy barrier for nonspecific adsorption is lower for HSA on alkyl chain grafted surfaces than for specific molecular recognition events between alkyl chains and HSA fatty acid binding pockets. This is evidenced by slower adsorption rates and higher maximal HSA coverages for low coverage OTS films and fast adsorption rates and denaturation resulting in lower maximal HSA coverages on high OTS coverage areas. Both of these findings demonstrate how important the balance of interaction energies is in biological systems and illustrate how foreign materials can easily disrupt this balance, cause protein denaturation and thus elicit undesired host immune response.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have shown that fluorescence microscopy imaging is a viable technique to monitor protein adsorption kinetics and protein temporal-spatial changes down to a sub-\( \mu \)m length scale. The technique used to monitor protein adsorption kinetics in this study can easily be extended to monitor other biological processes that exhibit evolving spatial distributions of fluorescently
labeled species over time. Additionally, histogram analysis of spatially resolved adsorption kinetics revealed new information about the nature of protein adsorption to heterogeneous surfaces. By correlating FM data with OTS patterned substrate properties, we have shown that HSA initial binding rates increase with substrate hydrophobicity and that heterogeneities on the μm and sub-μm length scale in OTS patterns have an important effect on protein adsorption kinetics, adsorbed amount, and surface distribution. We have also demonstrated that the effects caused by the heterogeneity within high, intermediate, and low energy binding sites can be separated by monitoring adsorption characteristics during both transport-limited and adsorption-limited protein binding regimes. Although the presented model accurately describes protein densities at low OTS coverages, it fails when strong hydrophobic interactions deform the normal albumin structure and when sub-μm heterogeneities predominate over randomly distributed nanoscale heterogeneities. Based on these conclusions, we propose that surface heterogeneity effects are strong predictors of temporal-spatial adsorption kinetics and that mere average properties such as average surface coverage of hydrophobic moiety is insufficient to describe complex biomolecular binding events at interfaces.
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U svrhu praćenja adsorpcijske kinetike prostorno razlučenog albumina na modelnim heterogenim površinama u submikrometarskom mjerilu, primjenjene su tehnike fluorescencijske mikroskopije i analize histograma intenziteta fluorescencije. Nekoliko različitih subpopulacija proteina je razlučeno na površini adsorbenta i svaka je od njih predstavljena normalnom raspodjelom adsorpcijskih gustoća. Analiza histograma je dala dinamičke informacije o prosječnoj gustoći adsorpcije, rasprostranjenosti adsorpcijske gustoće i pokrivenosti površine za svaku pojedinu proteinsku subpopulaciju. Predložen je jednostavan model adsorpcije u kojem se vezivanje pojedinog proteina predviđa zbrajanjem višestrukih međudjelovanja vanjskih dijelova proteina s odgovarajućim mjestima različitih energija vezivanja na površini adsorbenta. Model dobro predviđa adsorpciju albumina na uzorcima dobivenim mikrokontaktnim otiskom oktadeciltriklorosilana (OTS) na staklu ali ne objašnjava adsorpciju u slučaju kada se isti OTS uzorci podvrgnu postupku toplinskog očvršćenja.